
Locality effects without locality restrictions

In Turkana (Eastern Nilotic), Agree and Move seem to be subject to conflicting locality
restrictions: While the verb can never agree with the direct object (DO) in ditransitives,
the DO can freely move out of its first-merged position, suggesting that Agree and Move
operate in different domains. Based on original data from fieldwork with five native speak-
ers in Kenya, I argue that this asymmetry does not arise from differing locality restrictions
on Agree and Move, but that the effect is a corollary of how agreement works in the language.

Locality of agreement | The Turkana verb
preferably agrees with the subject (S) in person
and number, but can agree with the highest object
in person when it outranks S on the scale 1/2SG
> 1PL > 3SG/2/3PL. However, the verb can
never agree with the DO, even when it outranks
both S and the indirect object (IO), as in (1a). In
addition to the person prefix, which can realize
agreement with either S or O, the prefix k- is
inserted whenever the highest object is 1/2SG,
independent of the subject’s features, resembling
a Strong Inverse pattern (Clem 2022), as in (2).
As with person agreement, the DO in ditransi-
tives is inaccessible for this process, even when it
is the only argument with these features, as in (1a).

(1) a. E-dOdI-k
3-show-appl

NET
3sg

NET
3sg

ajON
1sg

‘S/he shows me to her/him.’
b. E-dOdI-k

3-show-appl
NET
3sg

ajON
1sg

NET
3sg

‘S/he shows me to her/him.’

(2) a. k-e-aNOlI-k
k-1-see-appl

ajON
1sg

ijON
2sg

‘I see you.’
b. k-I-NOlI-k

k-2-see-appl
ijON
2sg

ajON
1sg

‘You see me.’

Locality of movement | The basic word order in Turkana is VSO (Dimmendaal 1983a,b,1985;
Finer, 2013). In ditransitives, the basic word order is V-S-IO-DO, but the DO and IO can
be switched without any requirements on the properties of the arguments and more interest-
ingly, without consequences for verbal agreement, as in (1b). Besides switching around DO
and IO, the only other grammatical permutation of arguments in the post-verbal domain is
of S and the highest object. However, this is only allowed when the highest object is 1/2SG
or 1PL. In any other case, V-IO-S-DO is ungrammatical or re-interpreted as V-S-IO-DO.

(3) a. k-I-na-kIn-It
k-2-give-appl-asp

ijON
2sg

lioni
Leonie

ediT
banana

‘Leonie gives you a banana.’ V-IO-S-DO
b. #aI-na-ki

3-give-appl
EkadOkOt
monkey

akwOm
Akwom

akalaliOit
akalalioit

Intended: ‘Akwom gives the monkey an akalalioit.’ V-IO-S-DO
→ Licit reading = V-S-IO-DO (‘The monkey gives Akwom an akalalioit.’)

While the IO can precede S in the post-verbal domain depending on its φ-features, the
DO cannot. V-DO-S-IO and V-DO-IO-S are ungrammatical even in a configuration where
DO=1/2SG/1PL and when it outranks S and IO. However, the DO can be moved to the
pre-verbal domain, e.g. for wh-movement.
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(4) Nae
who.abs

e-min-a
3-like-tam

akayi
Akai.nom

‘Who does Akai like?’ (from L. Barabas-Weil, p.c.)

Conflicting Restrictions | In a nutshell, the DO is inaccessible for φ-agreement and does
not participate in any φ-feature dependent effects, but it is generally accessible for movement
operations. In other words, there seems to be an asymmetry between Agree and Move: While
the φ-probe must stop probing at exactly two arguments, the DO is free to move out of its
first-merged position for scrambling or to move to the pre-verbal domain.

Analysis | The DO agrees with and receives
Case from Appl, rendering it invisible for fur-
ther φ-agreement. In contrast, v does not
host a probe, but only introduces S to the
structure. The φ-probe that determines ver-
bal agreement is located above the subject,
explaining the subject preference for number
agreement and for equally ranked arguments.
Following the idea of Best Match (Coon &
Bale, 2014, a.o.), either S or IO φ-agrees
and moves to Spec,φP, depending on which
of the two matches the probe in more fea-
tures or is structurally higher. For reasons of
space, I omit a more detailed explanation of φ-
agreement here. As movement to Spec,φP is
bound to φ-agreement, V-DO-S-IO and V-DO-
IO-S are impossible word orders. Scrambling
in Turkana is low, so the DO lands in an outer
specifier of ApplP in these configurations. As
wh-movement is not driven by φ-features, the
DO is still accessible for such movement. The
verb moves to T.

TP

φP

φ’

vP

v’

ApplP

Appl’

Appl’

VP

DOV

Appl

IO

DO

v

S

[∗φ∗]

S or IO

T

pre-verbal
domain

✗

Implications | The present analysis accounts for apparent conflicting locality restrictions
without employing structural locality constraints. Instead, the described effects arise as a
corollary of agreement. Moreover, the analysis also predicts that Turkana cannot have PCC
effects, as the IO and DO are never crossing paths in agreement. This prediction is confirmed
by the data. In contrast, the language does have inverse effects, as S and the highest object
are in the same agreement domain.
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